
Diverse Classrooms and Resiliency --- Class Profile 
 

  Name Class Special Groups Notes 

1 Erica FR Undeclared The student has openly battled homesickness and has shared that she struggles with anxiety attacks.  She 
has shared with you that she is not sure that she is meant to be in college, but she is doing well in your 
class. This student identifies as white. 

2 Vanessa FR Honors This student has gone out of her way to create a relationship with you.  She appears to be an 
overachiever.  She did not respond well when she received an A- on her first written project (which was 
much higher than the average grade in the class).  She continues to ask for extra credit and asks lots of 
questions in class.  You can tell that some of the other students are becoming annoyed with her.  She is 
oblivious to the other students' responses.  This student identifies as white. 

3 Rosa JR   You do not know anything about this student, however, your Associate Dean has called you to ask how 
she is doing in the class.  There have been no issues in your class.  The student identifies as Latina.  

4 Neil SO   You know this student pretty well since you serve as his academic advisor.  He has a 2.2 GPA   He is 
contemplating a major change, and you assume that there are financial issues since there are financial 
holds on his account.  This student identifies as white. 

5 Sheila SO   You notice that she has begun to wear Greek letters to class every day.  You have also noticed that she is 
very thin and she does not look well.  This student identifies as white. 

6 Philip SR Dis Resources- No 
Letter 

You have had this student in your class before.  His grades are inconsistent.  You know that he has used 
the Disability Resources' testing services in the past, but he has not given you an accommodation letter 
this semester.  He has also shared with you that he struggles with anxiety.  This student identifies as 
Asian. 

7 Marcus FR   He stays after class and talks to you about the lesson.  You can tell that he is really grasping the topic.  At 
some point, he missed a class stating that he had to go home because his mother was receiving cancer 
treatments.  He has seems to be handling his mother's illness well, though.  He identifies as multiracial. 

8 Hassan SR Athlete He has shared that he is on the tennis team.  His grades are inconsistent in your class.  You know that he 
an international student. 

9 Sophia SO Disability Resources She is falling behind in the class and she has shared with you that she is working with a tutor and going to 
CAPS to deal with other "issues."  The student identifies as Latina. 

10 Sarah SR   She is active in her major.  She is on the SGA senate and consistently talks about her relationship with 
President Reveley.  You are concerned that she does not appear to be putting any time into her graduate 
school applications.   The student is a member of the Jewish Student Association and identifies as white. 
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11 Matthew JR Undeclared The student has not done well within a group project.  The members of the group have expressed 
concerns about his well-being.  He appears to be anxious and avoids contact with others.  He has shared 
with you that he is a transfer from a community college.  This student identifies as white. 

12 Alexandra SO   The student visits you during office hours a lot.  She has shared with you that she identifies as 
Transgender and is currently receiving hormone treatments.  She has shared that she struggles with 
anxiety issues.  There are also issues at home related to her father losing his job.  This student identifies as 
white. 

13 Michael SO   You know nothing about this student except that other faculty have shared that he is "lazy" and "seems 
uninterested."  You have only noticed that he comes to class and is well prepared.  This student identifies 
as white. 

14 Christopher SO Undeclared He dates Student #15.  His homework is often late.  He is not living up to his potential in the class. This 
student identifies as white. 

15 Nicole JR   She dates Student #14.  She is pleasant and on top of her work.  She does share that Student #14 is 
dealing with family financial issues and is currently working two jobs to pay for school.  This student 
identifies as African American. 

16 Anthony SO     

17 Lindsay SR   You see her name everywhere.  She is involved in a number of activities on campus.  She is majoring in 
involvement.  Her work in this class is average to good.  This student identifies as white. 

18 Derek SO     

19 Lauren JR   She spends an awful lot of time in class looking at her phone.  This student identifies as white. 

20 Adele JR Disability Resources   

21 Raymond SO     

22 David SO-First 
yr. 

  You know nothing about this student except that he seems to be consistently tired in your class.  This 
student identifies as white. 

23 Lisa SO-First 
yr. 

Honors   

24 Morgan SO   The student is an African-American. 

25 James FR Undeclared   

 


